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Manuscript, Authorship, Date
he ninety Old English riddles and the single Latin riddle that
comprise this edition are edited from a manuscript known as the
Exeter Book {Exeter Cath. MS. 3501), which is kept in the Exeter
Cathedral Library in Exeter, England. The riddles occur on folios
101fl-115fl, 122b-123a, and 12417-13017 of the Exeter Book in the
following arrangement:
Folios
lOlfl-llSfl
12217-1230
12417-13017

Riddles
1-27, 28a, 29-57
28b, 58
59-91

As the numbering indicates. Rid. 28 occurs in two versions, printed
together in this edition but separated in the manuscript. The Latin
riddle is Rid. 86. Riddle 33 of the Exeter Book is also preserved in a
Northumbrian version in a manuscript {Leiden Univ. MS. Voss. Q. 106)
of the University Library at Leiden (see headnote to Rid. 33). The total
number of riddles in this edition, ninety-one, is somewhat smaller
than that of most previous editions, not because any riddles have
been omitted, but because several riddles or riddle fragments hereto
fore printed separately have here been combined. The reasons for
adopting these new readings are set forth at length in the headnotes
to the individual riddles, numbers 1, 66, 73, and 76.
The Exeter Book was donated to Exeter Cathedral by Leofric, first
bishop of Exeter, who died in 1072 (for a short biography of the man,
see Barlow's introductory essay, "Leofric and His Times," in Leofric of
Exeter by Barlow et al.). In the list of Leofric's donations to the cathe
dral (extant in two early versions, one appended to the beginning of
the Exeter Book and the other in MS. Auct. D.2.16 of the Bodleian),
there is a manuscript described as .i. mycel Englisc hoc he gehwilcum
pingum on leo'dwisan geivorht, which most authorities take to be the
Exeter Book itself. Flower {The Exeter Book of Old English Poetry, pp.
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83 ff.) dates the manuscript between 970 and 990 and believes that
several scribes were involved in the copying. But Sisam {Studies in the
History of Old English Literature, p. 97) doubts that more than a single
scribe was employed in the copying and Ker {Catalogue of Manuscripts
Containing Anglo-Saxon 116, p. 153) notes that "the hand is the same
throughout," and 1 would agree. Of the marginalia, much of it dis
cussed at length in this edition for the first time, little seems to have
been penned by the scribe of the main text itself.
The Exeter Book in its present state contains 131 parchment leaves
"of that comparatively thin kind usually employed by the AngloSaxons, so that occasionally the writing shines through from one
page to the other" (Forster, The Exeter Book of Old English Poetry, p. 55).
The first leaf is blank and has not been included in the foliation. The
Exeter Book proper runs from folios 8-130. The first seven folios and
the blank page were added sometime after Leofric's original gift but
before the sixteenth century (for a description of the preliminary mat
ter, see Forster, ibid., pp. 44ff.). The dimensions of the leaves are
approximately 31-32 cm. by 22 cm., and the text itself covers an area
of about 24 cm. by 16 cm. The number of lines on a page varies from
21 to 23. The manuscript is generally well-preserved, but it has suf
fered severe damage in several places. Folio 8 is damaged by knife
strokes and the spillage of liquid from a cup or mug. The last fourteen
leaves suffer mutilation from what appears to be a long diagonal
burn. The burn has obliterated portions of Rids. 28b, 61, 65, 69-71,
74-75, 77-80, 83-85, and 88-90. In its present state the MS. is re
bound with pieces of backing vellum along the mutilated portions so
that portions of letters are obscured, but some of these letters may be
read in the facsimile photographs for purposes of which the backing
strips and glue were removed.
The Exeter Book appears to have been an anthology of Old English
poems. Sisam notes that "the order of the poems is unpredictable"
{Studies, p. 291). For example, the riddle collection that begins on folio
lOlfl is interrupted at folios 115fl-122F by eight poems: The Wife's
Lament, The Judgment Day I, Resignation, The Descent into Hell, AlmsGiving, Pharaoh, The Lord's Prayer I, and Homiletic Fragment II (here as
elsewhere, 1 use the titles from the ASPR.). There follows then on
folios 122F-123fl a second version of Rid. 28 and another riddle. Rid.
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58, and then another interruption on folios 123a-124b by The Hus
band's Message and The Ruin before the last section of riddles. Rids.
59-91, conclude the Exeter Book on folios 124b-130b. It is not clear
from the order whether the original anthology was made over a num
ber of years by one or more authors or whether the book was copied
from other anthologies or sources by one or more scribes. It may be
that the Anglo-Saxon notion of poetic order remains simply too far re
moved from our modern sensibilities to be comprehended. Sisam at
any rate believes that “the collection was put together by tacking on
new groups or items as codices or single pieces came to hand" {Stud
ies, p. 97) and also that "it is unlikely that the compilation was first
made in the Exeter Book, whose stately, even style indicates that it
was transcribed continuously from a collection already made" (ibid.).
It is impossible to say much with any certainty concerning the
authorship of the Riddles. The Riddles were first attributed to Cyne
wulf beginning in 1857 on the basis of Leo's {Quae de se ipso Cynewulfus
tradiderit) forcing of runic names out of the text of Wulf and Eadwacer in
a charade-like fashion unprincipled in method and unsupported by
any similar use of mutated runic names anywhere in Old English.
Leo's ascription of authorship found some support in Dietrich's read
ing of the Latin "lupus” Rid. 86 as a wordplay upon the name of
Cynewulf {ZfdA. xii, 250) and in Dietrich's solution of Rid. 91 as
"Wandering Singer" {ZfdA. xi, 487ff.). But in 1888, Bradley {Academy
xxxiii, 197ff.) argued convincingly that Wulf and Eadwacer was not a
riddle at all but the fragment of some dramatic soliloquy similar in
tone and matter to Deor and The Wife's Lament, and in 1891, Sievers
{Anglia xiii, 15) cast certain doubt upon Leo's reading of runic names
and attempted to prove that the Riddles predated Cynewulf. Sievers's
argument that the Riddles dated from the early eighth century was
based on the forms in the Leiden Riddle (which, as Tupper [p. Ivii]
points out, is hardly typical of the collection), on the runic "spellings"
in Rids. 17 and 50 (where, as I explain in the notes, it is often unwise
to assume a one-to-one relationship between vocalic runes and cer
tain phonological equivalents represented by letters, and where, as
Tupper points out, Sievers reads as "Northumbrian" several forms
that also occur in other dialects), and on the spelling of MS. Agof at
Rid. 21.1 (where, as I explain in the notes, Sievers makes several
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wrong assumptions about the date of the scribal change). Madert {Die
Sprache der altenglischen Rdtsel des Exeterbuches und die Cynewulffrage),
however, by comparing the language of the Riddles with the known
poems of Cynewulf, showed that the Riddles had little in common
with the Cynewulfian poems. Most editors now take Wulfand Eadwacer to be a dramatic lyric, however enigmatic it remains to the modern
mind. The solutions to Rids. 86 and 91 are stUl much debated, but I
am not without hope that my new solutions to those riddles will help
put to rest once and for all the old notion of the author's oblique and
cryptic reference to himself in those riddles.
Another possible criterion to be used in the dating of Riddles is
the existence of what Sievers called hidden disyllabic forms. Sievers
(for the various references, see Klaeber's discussion on pp. 274-75 of
the third edition of Beowulf) noted that in Beowulf and other presum
ably early poems, certain stressed syllables that have undergone con
traction through loss of intervocalic h or j or through coalescence of
stem vowels with vowels of inflectional endings produce abnormal
metrical patterns unless the contracted syllables are treated as two.^
Similarly Sievers noted that certain words that were treated as disyl
labic in the later stages of the language, and therefore in the relatively
late poetry, were sometimes treated as monosyllables by the author of
Beowulf and other presumably early poets (see Klaeber's discussion of
this at the top of p. 276 of his third edition of Beowulf), and that often
these need to be counted as monosyllables for the proper metrical
scansion of the lines.^ But the use of such metrical tests for the dating
of Old English poems has proved inconclusive for several reasons.
For one thing, the poets seem to have had a certain freedom of usage
and province of traditional language that prose writers did not have.
Thus originally disyllabic forms that were contracted to monosyllables
in the later stages of the language were still available to some poets as
disyllables (see, for example, the use of heahan at Glory I 27). For
1. Examples of this phenomenon in the Riddles (most of which are listed by Sievers
in Beitrdge x, 476-80) occur at Rids. 1.3la, 1.54a, 1.80a, 1.87a, 1.94b, 1.96b, 3.3b, 4.5a,
5.4b, 10.8b, 19.5b, 20.7b, 26.13b, 29.24b, 30.14b, 32.4b, 33.14b, 37.1b, 38.24b, 38.27a,
38.52a, 39.7b, 39.9b, 42.1b, 48.5a, 60.5a, 60.6b, 61.2a, 61.5b, 65.16b, 71.8a, and 76.6b.
2. As examples of this phenomenon in the Riddles, Sievers (Beitrdge x, 481) cites
forms at Rids. 1.88b, 1.92a, 53.5a, and 80.25b (the list should probably include wsestm at
87.2b).
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another thing, as Klaeber says, “it remains a matter of honest doubt
what degree of rigidity should be demanded in the rules of scansion”
(p. cix of Klaeber's third edition of Beowulf). Thus Sievers would take
as disyllabic sie or sy in the formulaic hweet seo wiht sy that often closes
riddles. But the rhetorical pattern could conceivably have generated
an exceptional verse type in a formulaic case like this. Similarly Sie
vers would read disyllabic words at Rids. 19.5b and 48.5a to normalize
the pattern |- x x|-| (with resolved initial lift in the case of 19.5b)
into a more regular type A verse, even though such verses read with
their monosyllabic forms might well constitute acceptable exceptional
verse types (cp. Beo. 2150a and Guth. 313a, and see Pope's discussion
of these on pp. 320-21 of The Rhythm of Beowulf). The normalizing of
verses on the basis of metrical criteria is especially tricky business in
the Riddles where in some cases at least the poet or poets seem to
have taken a relatively greater freedom from the metrical norms than,
for example, the poet of Beowulf. Like Beowulf, the Riddles contain a
number of stressed short syllables (for example. Rids. 15.11a, 18.18a,
27.5a, 30.11a, 36.6b, 36.7b, 40.2b, 44.6a, 56.14b, 87.1b, and 89.12a).
Unlike Beowulf, the Riddles contain a relatively large number of metri
cally deficient and metrically overburdened verses. The reading of
such verses depends, of course, to some extent on the editor who
may or may not emend. Using a reasonably conservative policy about
emending solely on the basis of metrical considerations, I read two
apparently authentic trisyllabic verses at 1.33a and 19.4a and one
authentic disyllabic verse at 2.7b. One verse, 1.85a, has four syllables
but is still metrically short. Overburdened verses in the Riddles may
be grouped according to four categories:
1. B/C:

|xx . . . - |x-x|
or (rhythmically)
I X X ... I- X - X
'a

I

Rids. 36.5b (?)
37.10a
2. Long C:
Rid. 2.5a

[See Pope's Seven Old
English Poems, p. 128,
for other examples.]

38.5b

|x X
X XI
or (rhythmically)
I X x|- - X X 1

[Cp. Seaf. 85a]
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3. A/E or “Truncated A”:

Rids. 7.10a
27.4fl

37.26a
87.8fl (?)

| — x x . . | —| [See Pope's Seven
Old English Poems,
pp. 128-29, and The
Rhythm of Beowulf,
pp. XXX and 321, for
other examples.]

4. Other overburdened verses without precedent, and where
one or more factors indicate the possibility of scribal corrup
tion (see notes to individual lines):
Rids. 2.8a
36.6a
23.2a 80.35fl
In each of these cases the metrical abnormality of the verse is dis
cussed fully in the note to the text. In addition to these examples,
there are three passages in three separate riddles where the lines in
question make sense grammatically and syntactically but where the
verses are quite unusual metrically: Rids. 2.7b-8b, 36.5-7, and 63.1-2.
In these cases for one reason or another (see the notes to the individ
ual passages), the riddle-poet seems to have taken liberties with the
traditional norms of Old English meter. There are seven examples of
apparently authentic alliteration on the final stress in the Riddles:
1.66, 2.8, 38.5, 53.14, 57.12, 71.2, and 87.6. There are also two appar
ent cases of hw alliterating with w at Rids. 4.7 and 33.11 (see notes to
all of these lines). In a number of the runic passages certain liberties
are sometimes taken with the meter, but this is understandable given
the nature of the other constraints that are operating (see “A Note on
the Runes" at the end of the headnote to Rid. 17).
Other criteria sometimes used to date Old English poems are
Barnouw's {Textkritische Untersuchungen nach dem Gebrauch des bestimmten Artikels und des schwachen Adjectivs in der altenglischen Poesie)
criteria of frequency of use of the definite article, of the frequency of
the definite article plus weak adjective plus noun, and of the occur
rence of the weak adjective without the article (for a recent attempt at
this sort of dating, see Hacikyan's A Linguistic and Literary Analysis of
Old English Riddles), but as Klaeber (p. cv in the third edition of Beo
wulf) notes, generalizations based on such fragmentary evidence can
hardly be given any decisive weight. This is especially true of the
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Riddles where it is hard to generalize from one riddle to the next
(different riddles may have been written by different authors at differ
ent times) and where with the exception of the one or two extremely
long riddles there is hardly enough evidence within the limits of a
particular riddle to draw any significant conclusions at all. It is also
true in studies of this sort that there is a strong tendency to use a
“standard" of dating that is more ambiguous than the authors would
like to admit. For more on the problems of using such criteria, the
reader should see pp. Ix-lxii of Tupper's edition. Ultimately, it seems
to me wise to admit a certain amount of humble ignorance in the
matter of dating. As Sisam himself says with respect to Cynewulfian
poetry:
Elaborate linguistic and metrical tests have been applied to establish the
chronological order of Old English poems. Because these tests leave out of
account differences of authorship, of locality, of subject, and of textual tradi
tion, the detailed results, whether of relative order or absolute date, are little
better than guess-work hampered by statistics. [Studies, p. 6]

Tupper, who also realizes the futility of trying to date the Riddles
individually or as a group on linguistic or metrical grounds, still sur
mises with Sievers that "the Riddles are the product of the first half
of the eighth century, as this was the golden age of English riddlepoetry" (p. Iviii), but certainly the greatest known English riddlewriter of Latin riddles was Aldhelm, who lived most of his life in the
latter half of the seventh century. It is also true that the discoveries at
Sutton Hoo have given archaeologists and students of Old English
alike some cause to reexamine their long-established notions about
the "golden age of Old English poetry." The problem of identifying
the proper "golden age" in the proper kingdom is further compli
cated by our limited knowledge of early southern texts and by our
inability to say exactly what the provenance of the Riddles might have
been.
The language of the Riddles is consistent with the language of
the rest of the Exeter Book in terms of dialect and form—it is what
Forster characterizes as "West-Saxon, but with a strong admixture of
such elements as are usually called Anglian" (The Exeter Book of Old
English Poetry, p. 66). For a discussion of the language of the Exeter
Book, see Sisam, Studies, pp. 97ff. and for a discussion of dialectical
forms in the Riddles, see Madert's monograph cited above. A number
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of the Anglian forms that occur in the Riddles appear to be Northum
brian. These may include baeg at 2.8a, swe at 13.3a (see also note to
7.6), wraece at 18.18a, geonge at 19.21;, walde at 27.5a, ehtuwe at 34.4a, sy
at 38.65a, e3pa at 41.16a, wser at 44.1a (but see note), waegas at 49.61;,
waeg at 51.8b, wido at 54.21; (see note) and paeh at 70.9b. The reader
should see the note to the text in each case as there is sometimes de
bate about the nature and provenance of the forms. 1 think it unwise
to draw any firm conclusions about the provenance of the Riddles as a
whole on the basis of what appear to be occasional archaic Anglian or
Northumbrian forms. We know in Sisam's words that “the Exeter col
lection has at some time been copied by one or more scribes who
freely substituted forms to which they were accustomed for those in
the copy before them" {Studies, p. 106), but this does not necessarily
mean that the existence of a late West Saxon text with a sprinkling of
Anglian forms indicates an early Anglian provenance for the poems.
This traditional view of the provenance of Exeter Book poems is articu
lated by Forster who says:
For the time of the scribe the language must have had a somewhat
archaic flavour, both in vocabulary and in phonology. Both peculiarities of
the language, the dialectal and the chronological one, may be accounted for
by the very probable assumption that the scribe had copied from older origi
nals, wholly or partly written in the Anglian dialect. [The Exeter Book of Old
English Poetry, p. 66]

But Sisam (Studies, pp. 119ff.) points out that modern notions of early
English dialects are often based on texts that are difficult to date and
localize with certainty and that the problem is only compounded
when we consider the shifting physical and political boundaries of
the early English kingdoms. It is also true, as Sisam says elsewhere,
that “without early Southern texts, there is no sure distinction be
tween words, forms and constructions unknown to Southern poets
in early times, and those, once general, that survived in Anglian
only" (M/E xiii, 32). It is also true, as Whitelock has recently noted
{The Audience of Beowulf, pp. 28 ff.), that Anglian forms may once have
attained a literary or social status and that consequently these forms
may have been used by non-Anglian poets throughout England. If
the archaeological evidence of Sutton Hoo is any guide, we can be
sure that early England was a place of commerce and communication
both within and without so it does seem likely that a certain admix-
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ture of dialect forms should have occurred. In the only case of a riddle
extant in two dialect forms. Rid. 33 of the Exeter Book and the Leiden
Riddle, most editors agree that while the Leiden text is closer to the
original Latin of Aldhelm's "Lorica" Riddle (ed. Pitman, p. 18), it is
impossible to tell which of the Old English texts represents the origi
nal translation and whether one of the Old English texts was the
source of the other (see Dobbie, ASPR., voL 6, p. cix and Smith, Three
Northumbrian Poems, pp. 17ff.). What is clear in this isolated example
is that a riddle was communicated from one dialect region to another,
and it seems likely in light of Aldhelm's sending his Latin riddles to
Northumbria that the communication was a conscious learned and lit
erary exchange. Smith at least (p. 18) does not discount the possibility
that Aldhelm was the translator of his own poem, and Sisam recon
structs a scenario for the exchange:
There are no historical reasons why poems composed in the South should
not pass to the North and Midlands, assume an Anglian dress or colouring
there, and return to the South. The Northumbrian version of the Mailcoat
Riddle is found in a ninth-century manuscript at Leyden, together with Latin
riddles by Aldhelm, who wrote its Latin original. This would be good evi
dence that Latin texts composed in the South came into Northumbrian hands
in early times, even if Aldhelm's dedicatory letter to the Northumbrian King
Aldfrith ('Acircius') were not extant [Aldhelmi Opera, Mon. Germ. Hist., ed.
R. Ehwald, 1919, p. 61]. Had Aldhelm himself made the English translation it
might travel the same way; and there is nothing in the Northumbrian version
to prove that it was not transposed from West Saxon. The Mailcoat Riddle,
wherever it was translated, is an example of literary or learned communica
tion. [Studies, pp. 122-23]

Blair (An Introduction to Anglo-Saxon England, p. 327) notes that Ald
frith was a ruler of some learning who enjoyed a reputation as a poet,
and it is not impossible that the bulk of the Old English riddles came
to be written as the result of literary communication between the
circles of Aldhelm and the king. Some will argue that certain riddles
are the product of an oral tradition, and the contention is impossible
to prove or disprove. There is no reason to ascribe the so-called ob
scene riddles to a folk tradition any more than the "straight" riddles.
The double entendre riddles are carefully crafted; indeed they must
be so to carry out the disguise. We know that there was a learned
tradition of Latin riddling in early England, and there is nothing in
Beowulf or in The Gifts of Men or in those portions of the gnomic
poems where human crafts and entertainments are described to sup-
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port directly the notion that the Anglo-Saxons as a people maintained
a long tradition of social riddling. Still, lack of positive mention of this
sort may mean little, especially as the documents are part of a literary
tradition. I do not mean by this discussion to suggest that the Old
English riddler or riddlers knew and extensively used the Latin riddle
poets; indeed I think that the influence of Latin riddles on the Old
English riddles has if anything been overstated in the past.^ What I
do mean to suggest is that whoever wrote the Old English riddles, he
or they (I incline to the view that the Riddles were written by several
men, perhaps of the same school, but this is impossible to prove or dis
prove) were learned men with access to medieval writings on philoso
phy and natural history, and they were conscious, careful crafters of
verse. They were also, as should be obvious, lovers of nature and of
men and careful observers of the world about them.

Manuscript Punctuation
These riddles like the other poems of the Exeter Book are not provided
with titles in the manuscript. Thus, unlike most Latin riddles of medi
eval collections, these Old English riddles are not introduced by enti
tling solutions. The scribe of the Exeter Book is fairly consistent in
beginning each riddle with a large capital letter or letters and in end
ing each riddle with an end-punctuation mark or marks such as 17,:-,
or
There are unusual marks after Rids. 12 and 28a that may or may
not be end-punctuation marks (see notes to Rids. 12.19 and 28a.9
and plates). There are two places in the MS. where the scribe has
apparently combined two riddles into one. The pairs mistakenly com
bined are Rids. 40 and 41 and Rids. 45 and 46. Similarly there are four
places where the scribe has apparently written one riddle as two:
Rids. 1, 66, 73, and 76. Most editors print Rid. 66 as one riddle on
3. In a recent article, Lawrence Shook makes a similar point. He says: "In fact one
of the serious obstacles to fully satisfactory scholarship on the Exeter Book riddles over
the years has been the determination of scholars to identify the poems of Symphosius,
Aldhelm and the other [Latin riddle writers] in their Anglo-Saxon dressing. The results
have been disappointing, sometimes even misleading. The Anglo-Saxon riddles, like
most Anglo-Saxon poems, display minimal dependence upon Latin models" ("Riddles
relating to the Anglo-Saxon Scriptorium," in Essays in Honour of Anton Charles Pegis, ed.
J. Reginald O'Donnell, p. 219).
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structural grounds; a few print Rid. 1 as a single riddle. For the first
time in this edition. Rids. 73 and 76 are each printed as a single riddle
where two are indicated in the MS. For the structural arguments in
volved in each of the four cases, the reader should see the headnotes
to the individual riddles. The scribe has in one case {Rid. 25.15) placed
an end-punctuation mark within the text of a riddle before its proper
end, but in this case he simply went on to finish the riddle and to
place another end-punctuation mark in the proper place as well. Since
one riddle normally ends in the middle of a MS. line and the next
begins a new MS. line, there is usually a space, some portion of a line
long, separating one riddle from the next. Sometimes when the scribe
has finished a MS. line and has only a word or two of the riddle left to
write, he will write that word or those words in the next MS. line
close to the right-hand margin of script and begin the next riddle in
the same MS. line at the left-hand margin and leave a space between
the sections of the two riddles. In these cases one MS. line may con
tain portions of two riddles but it is always clear which portion be
longs to each riddle. Often in these cases the short MS. line of the
new riddle is followed by a point to separate it from the end of the
preceding riddle (the instances are listed in the “Catalogue of Simple
Points" in Appendix C), and sometimes a sign such as
or ^ is
placed before the tail-end of the preceding riddle as a separation
mark as well.
The abbreviations used in the Riddles are those commonly em
ployed in the rest of the Exeter Book. These include the tilde over a
letter, usually a vowel, to indicate the omission of a letter or letters fol
lowing, frequently over -u for -urn as in hwilu for hwilum; also p for
pset, pon for ponne, and 7 for ond. In each case the words sometimes
abbreviated also occur unabbreviated in the MS. The abbreviation 7 is
in one case used in a compound jweorc, apparently an error for hondweorc {Rid. 3.8). At Rid. 38.66 the abbreviation p'ne;c occurs ioxpernex.
The standard abbreviations such as the tilde over vowels, 7 for ond,
and pon for ponne, are expanded without comment in the edited text;
the unusual abbreviations such as jweorc for ondweorc or hondweorc
are noted in the paleographical notes to the text.
Krapp and Dobbie note “there are nearly six hundred acute ac
cent marks in the Exeter Book” {ASPR., vol. 3, p. xxiv). There are 48
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acute accent marks in the Riddles. The significance of the accents
follows generally the pattern described by Krapp and Dobbie (ibid.)
for the rest of the Exeter Book. Of the 48 accents in the Riddles, 39 occur
over etymologically long vowels. In three cases {Rids. 32.6, aa; 76.11,
good; 77.2>, foot), an etymologically long vowel is doubled and the
accent is also written above the initial vowel. In three cases there is an
accent over the short vowel o of on (Rids. 4.7; 18.29; 19.6). In two of
these cases (Rids. 4.7 and 18.29), the accent probably indicates a stress
on a postpositive preposition. The third case (Rid. 19.6) is more
difficult to explain. Three other cases remain. At Rid. 23.11 the accent
over wunden locc is partially erased and is probably an error (perhaps
a misplaced accent from the immediately preceding wif). At Rid. 52.9
the MS. reading hie 6 is apparently a mistake for hio (cp. Rids. 33.9,
80.15, and 80.31 where d occurs with an accent and is apparently
taken by the scribe as an adverb though in all three cases it is actually
a verbal prefix). At Rid. 83.4 the accent over MS. gum fine is difficult
to explain and may also be an error. All of the accents are listed by
folio and Riddle number in Appendix A at the end of the Introduction.
Krapp and Dobbie note that "nearly eight hundred small capitals
occur in the Exeter Book," and of these "somewhat more than half are
initial I" (ASPR., vol. 3, p. xviii). The small capitals that occur in the
Riddles are listed in Appendix B at the end of the Introduction. The
following summary does not include the questionable cases included
and so marked [?] in the Appendix. There are 112 certain occurrences
of small capitals in the Riddles. Of these, 95 are initial I. Of the 95
initial I words, 52 are Ic. Of the 112 small capitals, 30 are preceded by
a point (see the "Catalogue of Simple Points" at Appendix C). Of the
30 occurrences of a small capital in conjunction with a point, 20 mark
the juncture between sentences (and in 11 of the 20 cases, the new
sentence begins with an adverbial or conjunctive marker); 4 mark the
juncture between independent clauses; and 4 mark the juncture be
tween coordinate clauses (in each case a point plus MS. Ac). Thus, of
the 30 occurrences of a small capital preceded by a point, we may say
that 28 of them serve a fairly clear syntactic function.
The occurrences of simple points in the Riddles are listed and
described in detail in Appendix C. The table includes all points in the
text except those used merely to set off runes or numerals and those
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elaborate end-punctuation marks described earlier that mark the ends
of riddles. Forster argues that in the Exeter Book "the dot is almost
exclusively used to denote a metrical pause, so that, with Lawrence,
we may call it a 'metrical point'" {The Exeter Book of Old English Poetry,
p. 61). As for those instances of points that occur in the middle of half
lines, Forster notes that "most of these occur at the end of a page,
where mechanical circumstances naturally impose upon the scribe a
small pause in writing and may well have tempted him to introduce
the sign for a pause" (ibid.). Krapp and Dobbie, noting the sporadic
nature of pointing in the Exeter Book, conclude rather summarily that
"for the most part, the pointing of the manuscript cannot be said to
be either metrical or structural" {ASPR., vol. 3, p. xxii). Dunning and
Bliss, in their recent edition of The Wanderer, note that the manuscript
point must have served a number of purposes corresponding to the
range of modern punctuation signs, and they conclude:
It cannot be claimed that the punctuation is fully systematic; on the other
hand, it is far from being random. With a very limited range of symbols at his
command, the scribe has chosen to do three things: to mark out sections in
the development of the poem; to call attention to sequences of parallel
clauses or phrases; and to indicate places where the reader might misconstrue
the syntax. [The Wanderer, p. 11]

From the evidence of the Catalogue at Appendix C and from the
summary below, it will be clear that the conclusions of Dunning and
Bliss with regard to The Wanderer are also true with regard to the
Riddles. Excluding points that mark off runes and numerals in the
text, there are 184 simple points in the Riddles. Of these 184, a total of
167 occur at the end of either the a-line or the b-line. While these
points may be called metrical, they are not merely metrical for they
often fall at a point of rhetorical, syntactic, or paleographical signifi
cance as will be detailed below. Of the 17 points that do not occur at
the end of a half-line, 9 mark the end of a folio page (there are 18
pages so marked but in 9 cases the end of the page corresponds to the
end of a half-line); 3 mark the end of a short MS. line where space has
been left to separate one riddle from another (in 2 of the 3 cases the
tail-end of the preceding riddle is in the same MS. line); 2 mark un
usual points of syntactical juncture within the half-line (Rids. 41.8 and
57.11); 1 is an error based on a principle of rhetorical pointing {Rid.
23.5; this is explained below); and 2 {Rids. 20.8 and 52.2) are unex-
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plainable. Of the total 184 points, those that have for certain only
metrical significance number 14; those that probably have only metri
cal significance (marked with a question mark in the table) number
13. There are also 6 points that have no rhetorical or syntactical signi
ficance but occur immediately after words marked with an accent
(Rids. 18.29; 33.9; 38.105; 51.12; 52.9; 79.13) and these points may or
may not indicate a vocal or scribal pause; if they do not indicate a
pause (if the co-occurrence of the point with the accent in these 6
cases is chance), then these 6 points occurring at the ends of half-lines
would also be merely metrical points. There are also 5 cases in the text
where because of lacunae it is impossible to tell if points that occur at
a metrical juncture have any additional significance. All of this means
that of the 167 so-called metrical points, the number of points that
have solely metrical significance is somewhere between 14 and 38.
This leaves a large number of points that have not only a metrical
significance but some other significance as well. Of these, a total of 71
points have a rhetorical significance, which means that they occur in
conjunction with adverbs or with coordinate or subordinate conjunc
tions which normally introduce clauses (or occasionally phrases) in
the Riddles. The point in each case precedes the rhetorical marker. The
markers and their number of prepointed occurrences in the Riddles
follow:
Rhetorical Marker and Prepointed Occurrences
gif
2
hwilum
20
eac
1
12
ne
forjjon
1
7
ac
hu
1
ond
6
hwonne
1
5
nu
nymjje
1
}?onne
4
sona
1
3
swa
Sa
1
swylce
3
2
oft
For those words occurring only once or twice with a preceding point,
the rhetorical significance may be doubtful, but for the rest the signifi
cance is clear. One case is especially interesting—that of Rid. 23.5
where the sentence begins Nepe'5 hwilum and where the MS. reads
nepe'd ■ hwilum with a rhetorical point in the middle of a half-line and
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at the wrong syntactic juncture. Here the scribe's impulse to point
rhetorically has overridden his impulses to point metrically or syntac
tically. This is not always true, for at Rid. 71.7 the scribe points after
hzvilum and in the proper metrical and syntactic fashion. In most
cases, of course, the point of rhetorical pause or juncture coincides
with the point of syntactic juncture and with the point of metrical
pause. In terms of a larger rhetorical concern, 3 points occur that
separate the main descriptive body of the riddle from the formulaic
ending.
The syntactic significance of points depends to some extent on
the individual editor's reading of the text. Points occur in the MS.
corresponding to points of syntactic significance in this edited text as
follows: 47 points occur where I mark the break between sentences
(and in 25 of the 47 cases, the new sentence begins with an adverbial
or conjunctive marker); 17 occur where I mark the break without a
conjunction between independent clauses; 31 occur with one of the
rhetorical adverbs or conjunctions listed above where I mark the
juncture between coordinate clauses; and 10 occur with the rhetorical
markers where I mark the juncture between a subordinate and a main
clause. As I have noted in the previous section on small capitals in the
text, of 30 occurrences of small capitals in conjunction with a point, 28
have some syntactic significance. The total number of points with
some syntactic significance is 105.
I have quoted earlier Forster's statement to the effect that some
points are used to mark the end of a folio page. There are 18 of these
points in the Riddles and they may be classified as having paleographical significance. Other points of paleographical significance include 9
points marking the end of a short MS. line where the line has been
shortened—in each case the first MS. line of a riddle—in order to
leave a space between the ensuing riddle and the preceding one, or
where the tail-end of one riddle occurs at the right-hand margin of
one line and where the beginning of the next riddle is in the left-hand
portion of the same MS. line, to mark off portions of two different
riddles in the same MS. line. There are 5 points that appear to mark
the proper metrical stop at the end of a half-line because of possible
confusion arising from a nearby point in the MS. There are 4 instances
where the scribe appears to have marked a potentially difficult pas-
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sage, involving two similar or identical words following one upon
another, with a point: Rid. 1.53, neah ■ hea-, 54.7, oper ■ oper; 80.32, sawe ■
Siva; and 84.10, hearde ■ eard. There are 5 points noted above in the dis
cussion that occur after words marked with an accent; these may or
may not have paleographical significance.
Thus, points are used for a number of things in the Riddles; they
may carry metrical, rhetorical, syntactic, or paleographical signifi
cance. Normally they are significant in at least two categories. The
punctuation is certainly not systematic nor is it random. Where a point
might be indicated by more than one category of significance, there
the scribe has his strongest tendency to point. Sometimes the MS.
points, as at Rid. 22, are a good guide to a modern editor's punctuation.
In other cases, as at Rid. 52, the points are not so helpful. Where the
points have a rhetorical or syntactic significance, modern punctuation
may approximate this, albeit with a wider (and more helpful) variety
of signs. Points of paleographical significance are important mainly in
the reading and setting up of the text (here the editor acts as a new
scribe communicating with the old one). There is no reason to include
metrical points in a modern text, even if the points were to be
systematic in the manuscript, because the line division and spacing
between a- and b-lines in the text serves the function of a system of
metrical points. It is important to understand the medieval scribe's
system of pointing in the manuscript insofar as it is possible to do so;
it is also important to provide the modern reader with an edited text
in which the punctuation facilitates the reading. This I have attempted
to do.
In one area, however, it is necessary to retain the MS. system of
pointing—this is in connection with the use of runes in the text.
Points are used to set off runes in the Exeter Book from their immedi
ate context. Forster {The Exeter Book of Old English Poetry, p. 62, note
21) first pointed out that where the scribe puts whole groups of runes
between points, as in Rids. 17 and 73, he means each group of runes
to be taken as a word (with the letters indicated by the runes read
backwards); and that where the scribe points each rune singly, he
means the runes to be taken for their individual letter values, as in
Rids. 22 and 62, or to be read as the word suggested by the name of
the rune, as in Rid. 87 and in The Husband's Message. Of course it is
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still difficult in many cases to know for certain what the runes mean.
The most unusual use of runes in fhe Riddles is in Rid. 62 where each
rune singly poinfed takes its letter value but where the letters indicated
by the runes spell out only the beginnings of fhe individual words.
Krapp and Dobbie {ASPR., vol. 3, p. xxiii) rightly note that the one
exception to the rule noted by Forster is at Rid. 62.5 where there
should evidently be a point after T.

Modern Scholarship and the Old English Riddles
Modern study of the Old English Riddles began essentially with
Benjamin Thorpe's editio princeps of fhe Exeter Book in 1842, entifled
Codex Exoniensis. Thorpe's texf and translation of fhe Exeter Book made
the Riddles generally available to the scholarly community for the first
time. R. W. Chambers notes that Thorpe's chief fault "lay in his care
less treatment of fhe mutilated passages [for] when there was not
enough [of the the MS.] preserved to make continuous sense, Thorpe
often did not trouble to transcribe such words or portions of words as
could be read; and when he indicafed a gap by asterisks, he did not
give any indication of the size of fhe gap" {The Exeter Book of Old
English Poetry, p. 35). Thorpe's own apology for his work on the
Riddles sounds like a stumped riddle-solver's cry for quarter:
Of the "Riddles" I regret to say that, from the obscurity naturally to be
looked for in such compositions, arising partly from inadequate knowledge
of the tongue, and partly from the manifest inaccuracies of the text, my
translations, or rather attempts at translation, though the best I can offer, are
frequently almost, and sometimes, I fear, quite, as unintelligible as the
originals. Though they have baffled me, yet, as they will now be in the hands
of the Public, a hope may reasonably be entertained, that one more competent
will undertake their interpretation, and with a more favourable result. Of
some 1 have deemed it advisable to give merely the Saxon text, unaccompa
nied by an effort at translation. [Codex Exoniensis, p. x]

Early attempts at solvirtg certain of the Riddles had been made by
editors who printed anthologies of Old English poetry like Conybeare
{Illustrations of Anglo-Saxon Poetry) and L. C. Muller {Collectanea AngloSaxonica), but the first attempt at solving all the riddles came after the
published texts of Thorpe and Grein. In 1857-58, Grein published his
two-volume Bibliothek der angelsdchsischen Poesie, but for all he knew
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about the Exeter Book text, Grein relied upon Thorpe. R. W. Chambers
points out that Grein “sometimes attempted, by conjecture, to fill the
lacunae in the manuscript; but only too frequently fragments of words
or letters preserved in the Exeter Book (but unrecorded by Thorpe)
conclusively refute his [Grein's] conjectures” {The Exeter Book of Old
English Poetry, p. 36). Grein's greatest contribution to scholarship was
his publication of the Sprachschatz der angelsdchsischen Dichter in 1861
and 1864. Meanwhile Franz Dietrich in two separate articles in 1859
(ZfdA. xi, 448ff.) and 1865 {ZfdA. xii, 232ff.) attempted to solve all of
the riddles printed by Grein and Thorpe. Dietrich's effort, especially
considering the fragmentary nature of the texts he was using, was
incredible. Wyatt aptly says: "By an effort of sympathetic imagination
Dietrich enabled himself to see and think with the eyes and mind of
an eighth-century Englishman: no other scholar can question his pre
eminence as a solver" {Old English Riddles, p. xiv). Many of Dietrich's
solutions remain unchallenged after more than a hundred years. In a
few isolated instances, Dietrich noted the influence of Latin riddles
on the Old English, but Ebert {BudV. xxix, 20ff.) and Prehn (NS iii,
145ff.) tried to show that nearly all of the Exeter Book riddles had Latin
sources. Prehn's effort especially was misguided and his method unscholarly. His conclusions are refuted by nearly all modern editors
(see Tupper, The Riddles of the Exeter Book, pp. xxxviiff.). The clear
Latin influence on the Old English Riddles amounts to this: (1) two
riddles {Rids. 33 and 38) are translated from Aldhelm; (2) three riddles
{Rids. 45, 81, and 82) show the influence of Symphosius. Elsewhere
(for example. Rids. 14, 20, 35, 36) the Old English Riddles sometimes
share common motifs with certain Latin riddles, but even when the
Latin and the Old English solutions are the same, it is dangerous to
generalize about Latin sources since (1) Latin and Old English riddlewriters may have used the same general sources like Isidore's Etymologiae or Pliny's Historia Naturalis in the composing of their riddles;
(2) the riddle-writers may have had independent but similar human
perceptions about certain riddle-creatures; and (3) at least in the cases
of Anglo-Saxons like Tatwine and Eusebius and perhaps in the case
of Aldhelm—except where riddles are directly translated from the
Latin, it is impossible to tell if the motif in the Old English riddle came
from the Latin or vice versa.
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In 1898 the Grein text of the Riddles was reedited by Assmann as
part of volume 3 of the revised Bibliothek der angelsdchsischen Poesie by
Richard Wiilker. The Grein-Wiilker text included all of the Riddles
including fragments and was based upon a new collation of the Exeter
Book. Moritz Trautmann began publishing articles on the Riddles in
1883 and continued for three and a half decades. But Frederick Tupper
was the first to publish a complete critical edition of the Riddles in
1910, The Riddles of the Exeter Book. In his reading of the text, Tupper
was the first to take into account the British Museum transcript of the
Exeter Book {Brit. Mus. Add. MS. 9067) made in 1831-32 by Robert
Chambers. This transcript proved especially valuable in the reading of
certain damaged passages. Wyatt published his edition of Old English
Riddles in 1912. Trautmann published his edition. Die altenglischen
Rdtsel {die Rdtsel des Exeterbuchs) in 1915. No critical edition of the
Riddles has appeared since that time.
In 1933 the Exeter Book was photographed and a facsimile pub
lished under the title. The Exeter Book of Old English Poetry. The facsimile
was edited by R. W. Chambers, Max Forster, and Robin Flower. In the
case of the damaged folios, those portions of the original vellum
glued to backing strips were removed from those strips and the glue
was taken off so that more of the text might be accessible to the
photographer. Thus in the case of letters located close to the hole in
the MS. caused by the burn, more of the text is visible in the facsimile
than in the manuscript which has been again rebound (see note to
Rid. 80.46ff. and plates comparing similar portions from the MS. and
the facsimile). The photographs of the facsimile are excellent though
in one case they fail to show runes scratched in the margin in drypoint (see note to Rid. 62.right margin and plates showing close-up of
the runes), and in another they show a MS. point where none occurs
in the MS. (see note to Rid. 80.2 and plates). The several essays in the
introduction to the facsimile are interesting, especially Forster's noting
of the marginalia (p. 64 and note 29), but Forster's reading of a bit of
offset blotting as an ac-rune (see note to Rid. 16.lower margin and
plates) is perplexing.
The facsimile was helpful to two later editors of the Exeter Book.
In 1934 Mackie published part 2 of the EFTS edition of The Exeter Book
(EETS, o.s. 194), and in 1936 Krapp and Dobbie published volume 3
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of the Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records, which was The Exeter Book. Mackie's
edition contains text and translation on facing pages but includes
only a handful of notes. Krapp and Dobbie's rendering of the text is
the best ever accomplished (the one mistake is Nu for MS. ne at Rid.
38.38), though their noting of marginalia is less than adequate. Krapp
and Dobbie's textual notes and bibliography are good; their discussion
of riddle solutions is brief.
The need for a new and complete critical edition of the Riddles at
this time should be obvious. The standard edition is still Topper's
though it is completely outdated in many respects. Topper's use of
medieval lore to support his various solutions is admirable; his use of
postmedieval folklore is not. As I have indicated elsewhere in the
notes and commentary to several riddles, the relevance of late medi
eval, renaissance, or early modern English folklore to Old English
riddles (which are, incidentally, literary creations) is doubtful at best.
Topper's discussion of the marginalia is limited. His reading of the
text has been outdated by the work of later editors, especially Krapp
and Dobbie. The amount of riddle scholarship that has taken place
since 1910 is quite large and the advances in the field of early English
archaeology render most of Topper's discussions in that area obsolete.
Krapp and Dobbie in their edition of The Exeter Book summarize the
riddle scholarship through 1935 but their discussion of solutions is
extremely brief because of the nature of their edition. Since the Krapp
and Dobbie edition, articles have been published on the Riddles affect
ing solutions and/or disputed passages for over 50 riddles. New solu
tions have been proposed for over 20 of the Riddles. These range in
quality from Blakeley's "circling stars" at Rid. 20 and Pope's "lyre,"
and lighthouse,' at Rids. 67 and 68—all accepted here for the first time
m a critical edition—to Eliason's "elk-hunter" at Rid. 73 where that
critic confuses the Ic of third-person descriptive riddles {Ic geseah . . .)
with the Ic of first-person persona riddles (Ic eom ...) to pronounce
the solution, "elk-hunter" instead of "elk." There will no doubt be
those who will take equal umbrage at my own solution to that difficult
riddle. My own work on riddle solutions in this edition includes some
12 new solutions proposed here for the first time. Some of these—
"ship's figurehead" at Rid. 72 and "yew-horn" at Rid. 26, for example
—are based in part on recent archaeological discoveries. In addition.
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some eight or ten old riddle solutions, such as Brett's "fox" at Rid. 13
and Dietrich's "nightingale" at Rid. 6, are resurrected and given new
supporting evidence. I have tried to solve several of the oldest and
most troublesome of the riddlic cruces such as the MS. reading of
hringende an at Rid. 46.1 and the MS. reading of fremdes serfreondum at
Rid. 91.4. In my reading of cruces and in my support of solutions I have
tried to use materials most relevant—namely Old English prose and
poetry, medieval books like Isidore's Etymologiae that might have been
used by Anglo-Saxon poets, the evidence of Anglo-Saxon archaeology,
and the information in natural histories and encyclopedic works both
old and new. Since my own study of linguistic anthropology has led
me to the conclusion that literary and speech genres are used in
different cultures at different times for quite different purposes, I
have kept the use of comparative riddle lore in this edition to a
minimum. My discussion of manuscript points is wholly new to Rid
dle editions as is my detailed discussion of manuscript marginalia
illustrated by the accompanying plates. The close-up photographs of
runes, letters, offset blotting, and other strange marginalia should at
least clarify some of the most puzzling problems that have haunted
editors of the Riddles for years.

The Form and Substance of Old English Riddles
There is no reason to believe that the Old English Riddles were based
on any well-established tradition of social riddling in Anglo-Saxon
England. Of course it is impossible to prove or disprove the conten
tion that the Riddles in the Exeter Book were based on earlier speech
genres, but if the tradition of riddling were widespread in England,
one might expect some mention of it in the poetry or prose. There is
nothing in the court games of Beowulf or in the list of social talents in
The Gifts of Men or elsewhere in the descriptions of crafts and enter
tainments in the gnomic poems to suggest that the Anglo-Saxons
maintained a tradition of social riddling. We do know that there was a
Latin literary tradition of riddling and that following the example of
Symphosius, many English scholars like Aldhelm, Tatwine, Eusebius,
Boniface, and Alcuin composed Latin riddles. Most of these Latin
riddles are admittedly a far cry from the Old English. All of the Latin
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riddles have titles that give their solutions and consequently they are
less a literary game than a conscious exercise in the use of metaphor.
The riddles of Symphosius (ed. Ohl, The Enigmas of Symphosius) are
each three lines long; each line is usually a sentence or an indepen
dent clause. The construction is regular to the point of boredom. Of
the one hundred solutions of Symphosius, some sixteen or seventeen
are also solutions of the Old English Riddles. Three Old English Rid
dles (45, 81, 82) show the direct influence of Symphosius. Aldhelm's
Latin riddles (ed. Pitman, The Riddles of Aldhelm) are more varied than
those of Symphosius. The riddles range generally from four to ten
lines in length though some are longer and one, “Creatura," is 83
lines long. Aldhelm has a few mundane subjects like “earth," "bel
lows," "nightingale," "swallow," "wine cask," "bookcase," and "pen";
but many of his solutions are exotic like "diamond," "silkworm,"
"salamander," "minotaur," "lion," "ostrich," "unicorn," "Lucifer,"
elephant, and ^oman in labor with twins'' (puerperageminasenixa).
Of Aldhelm's one hundred riddle subjects, some fourteen or fifteen
are also subjects of the Old English Riddles. Two Old English Riddles
(33, 38) are translated from Aldhelm. The later Latin riddles of Tatwine and Eusebius (see CCL. cxxxiii, pp. 165-271) show little in
common with the Old English Riddles except an occasional shared
motif. Given then the lack of any documented tradition of social
riddling in early England, and given the presence of a Latin literary
tradition of riddling, it seems wise to conclude with Ker {The Dark
Ages, p. 92) that the Old English Riddles derived from a Latin literary
toadihon but that they assumed distinct Old English qualities, namely
imaginative portrayal and projection and the power of a dramatic,
literary game. It is a mark of Ker's genius to call Old English riddlewriters early metaphysical poets. He says:
In some of the riddles the miracle takes place which is not unknown in
literary history elsewhere: what seems at first the most conventional of de
vices IS found to be a fresh channel of poetry. Many of these quaint poems,
taking their start from a simple idea, a single term, expatiate, without naming
It, over all the life of their theme, and the riddle, instead of an occasion for
intricate paraphrase, becomes a subject of imaginative thought. The poets of
the riddles are not content with mere brocading work, though they like that
well enough: but, besides, they meditate on their subject, they keep their eye
on it. The riddle becomes a shifting vision of all the different aspects in which
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the creature may be found—a quick, clear-sighted, interested poem. Though
it is only a game, it carries the poetic mind out over the world. [The Dark Ages,
P-93]

There are two truths here: (1) that the Anglo-Saxon imagination is
extended out into the world, and (2) that the power of the poems,
man's record of and identification with that world, is locked into the
convention of the riddlic game. It may be true, as Kennedy says, that
"the Old English Riddles compose a brilliant series of thumbnail
sketches of the daily realisms of Old English life" (The Earliest English
Poetry, p. 134), but the communicative power of the poems is not
realistic, at least in a formal sense. Kennedy recognizes this implicitly
when he says that the Riddles "constitute a mosaic of the actualities of
daily experience" (ibid.). The Old English riddlers have meaning to
peddle and part of the meaning lies in the game. The riddlers taunt
and cajole, they admit and deny, they peddle false hopes and para
doxes, they lead the reader down dark roads with glints of light. And
in the end they never confess except to flatter, "Say what I mean."
What they mean is the riddle-solver's meaning. What they mean is
that reality exists and is at the same time a mosaic of man's percep
tion. What they mean is that man's measure of the world is in words,
that perceptual categories are built on verbal foundations, and that by
withholding the key to the categorical house (the entitling solution)
the riddlers may force the riddle-solver to restructure his own percep
tual blocks in order to gain entry to a metaphorical truth. In short the
solver must imagine himself a door and open in.
There are two kinds of Old English riddles that are the two poles
of the perceptual game. The first kind of riddle is one that begins
typically with Ic eom or Ic wees. This kind of riddle, like The Dream of
the Rood, is an imaginative projection, a kind of Anglo-Saxon negative
capability. In terms of the game, the riddler pretends to be the crea
ture in question. The voice of the riddle is the voice of the unknown
creature cloaked in the disguise of man. The disguise is double. The
riddler (man) pretends to be the creature (not man), but the creature
describes himself in typically human terms. Thus the wind speaks as
a warring servant, the shield as a wounded warrior, the nightingale
as an evening poet, mead as a terrible wrestler, gold as an exile, and
the book as a mysterious traveler. These projective riddles we may
call first-person riddles of personification. The second kind of riddle
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begins typically with Ic seah or Icgefrsegn or Wiht is. This kind of riddle
is a narrative riddle in which man retains his human identity in order
to describe the miraculous identity of the riddlic creature. Still the
creature that is not human is often described in human terms. Thus
the shuttle sings, water watches over its family in the manner of a
great mother, stars move as horsemen, soul and body journey through
life as master and servant. These narrative riddles we may call thirdperson riddles of description.
Riddles are a form of literary game; they are also a metaphoric
disguise. Typically in the Old English Riddles a creature that is not
man takes on the cloak of man. There are exceptions of course like the
“one-eyed seller of garlic," who is a man disguised as a monster, and
the "rake,” which is a tool disguised as a domestic beast, and the "Lot
and his family" riddle, which is a kinship riddle, but for the most part
Old English Riddles are anthropomorphic—they describe something
not human in human disguise. There are all kinds of riddles (see, for
example, Scott's description at pp. llSff. of his article, "Some Ap
proaches to the Study of the Riddle," in Studies in Language, Literature,
and Culture of the Middle Ages and Later, ed. Atwood and Hill, pp. 11127), and the metaphysic of the Old English choice of anthropomorphic
riddles is interesting to contemplate. Certainly the first-person riddles
like The Dream of the Rood may owe something to the classical rhe
torical device of prosopopoeia (see Margaret Schlauch's "The 'Dream of
the Rood' as Prosopopoeia," in Essays and Studies in Honor of Carle ton
Brown, pp. 23-34; and more recently, Marie Nelson's "The Rhetoric of
the Exeter Book Riddles," Spec, xlbc, 421-40, especially pp. 425ff.), but
there is nothing in the classical tradition to explain the particular lyric
quality—almost a celebration of the nonhuman Other—in the Old
English poems. The tradition of speaking things may be related to the
early practice of inscribing swords and rings and other jewels with
"personalised statements of identity or origin" (Swanton, The Dream
of the Rood, p. 66), but inscriptions like ^dred mec ah, eanred mec
AGROF on a Lancashire ring (Okasha, Hand-list of Anglo-Saxon Nonrunic Inscriptions, p. 89) seem small claims in comparison with the
lyric declaration of the Riddles. My own view is that the Anglo-Saxon
poets, particularly those of the Riddles and The Dream of the Rood, were
imbued with a native strain of negative capability (for the term coined
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by Keats, see especially his letter to his brothers of 21 December 1817
and his letter to Richard Woodhouse of 27 October 1818 in The Letters
of John Keats, ed. Forman, pp. 70-72, 227-29), which allowed them to
celebrate in human, poetic terms the nonhuman world about them.
The celebration is what one African poet calls “dancing the Other."
Senghor says of the poet;
II vit avec 1'Autre en symbiose, il con-nait a VAutre, pour parler comme
Paul Claudel. Sujet et objet sont, id, dialectiquement confrontes dans I'acte
meme de la connaissance, qui est acte d'amour. Je pense done je suis,
ecrivait Descartes. La remarque en a deja ete faite, on pense toujours Cjuelque
chose. Le Negro-africain pourrait dire: "Je sens 1'Autre, je danse 1 Autre, done
je suis." Or danser, e'est creer, surtout lorsque la danse est danse d'amour.
C'est, en tout cas, le meilleur mode de connaissance. [Liberte I, p. 259]

Formally the Old English celebration of the Other is more sophisti
cated than the act of symbiosis. In the first-person riddles of persona,
the riddler in each case projects himself into the hypothetical con
sciousness of the bird or shield; then, playing the part of the non
human creature, he describes himself in human terms to his human
listener (the riddle-solver). It is as if a man wearing the clothes of his
fathers took on the disguise of a bird in a riddlic game, and for the
purposes of playing that game took on another set of human clothes
and began slowly to disrobe until his watcher perceived that he was
actually a man playing the part of a bird. In the third-person descrip
tive riddles the process is simpler as the narrative Ic of the riddle
remains human and the spinner of the tale and the unraveler attempt
to penetrate this mystery of nonhuman things in human disguise.
The end result of all of this is, I think, a profound statement about the
categories of human perception and the power of human imagina
tion. Real birds do not play men, but men may through the power of
poetry play birds. The consciousness of the nightingale in Rid. 6
would hardly ring true to the bird itself since the bird sings and does
not recreate its singing as a poet. Man may soar past the limits of his
own banhus but the wings of liberation are the wings of the perceptual
mind. When man's perceptual categories become reified the wings no
longer function. It is the task of the Old English riddler to challenge
his reader in the dark to sprout bright wings. The flight from the
banhus to the charged world about us is accomplished by the gift of
words. As Kenneth Burke says:
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In sum, just as the Word is said by theologians to be a mediatory princi
ple between this world and the supernatural, might words be a tnediatory
principle between ourselves and nature? And just as the theologian might
say that we must think of the Word as the bond between man and the super
natural, might words (and the social motives implicit in them) be the bond
between man and the natural? Or, otherwise put, might nature be necessarily
approached by us through the gift of the spirit of words?
If this were possible, then nature, as perceived by the word-using animal,
would be not just the less-than-verbal thing that we usually take it to be.
Rather, as so conceived and perceived, it would be infused with the spirit of
words. . . . The world that we mistook for a realm of sheerly non-verbal, non
mental, visible, tangible things would thus become a fantastic pageantry, a
parade of masques and costumes and guild-like mysteries. [Anthropological
Linguistics, iv, no. 6, p. 21]

The parade of disguises is a lovely game, all the more so since the
riddle-solver must share in the perceiving. The Old English riddlers
offer bright jewels and glimmers of song in a surely enlightening
literary game."*
4. For a recent article on the structure of Old English Riddles, see Nigel F. Barley's
"Structural Aspects of the Anglo-Saxon Riddle," Semiotica x, 143-75, which came to
hand after this section of the introduction was completed. For an excellent treatment of
the function of riddles in general, see Ian Hamnett's "Ambiguity, Classification and
Change: The Function of Riddles," Man ii, 379-92.

